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Regis Corps Meets Outward Bound
by Courtney Malanify
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Courage. Strength. Determinmion.
Will. Each of these admirable qualities are
shared by the seven Regis University
students who participated this summer in a
Colorado Outward Bound Cour. e in
coordination with the Regis Leadership
Corps. From July 20th to Augu L 2nd these
se\'en ventured into the Collegiate Range IJJ!.IB;;...,.
of the Colorado Rockies to camp,
backpack. and climb ~s well as to learn
navigation skills. Leave o Trace
camping. first aid. teanrn ork. and
leadership skills. They were guided by
long,time Outward Bl)und in.~1ruc1or and
Regis Corps consulling director Derck
Cabrera and another seasoned Outward
Bound instructor. Lucia Stewart. "lb.is
was a great trip for COBS and for Regis
Corps." Cabrera said, "It was a pilor to see
how "- course would fit into the new Regis
Corps curriculum. and II fit in really
powerfully. It'~ hard not to bond with each Left to Right, Bae/.; Ro,r: Instr. Cc1bn ra, Christianson I. The Mollster. Raliegh, Maes. Rhode.
other on an extended trip mto rhe
Fmnl: C/1ristia11son /I, Instr: Lucia Srewa,1, Henebeny on the summit of Mt. Elbert, highest
wilderness. This bonding in turn bonds
mm,main
in Colorado.
people within the Corps. bad. in the real
ky was more white than black. I thought that I
with
memories and kills that -will affect every
world. It makes stronger people and a stronger
aspect of their daily Jives. And they have gained would never see something like that again. It
Corps. I was so impressed with these
seemed so surreal.
the greatest respect from all who know them.
Corps members."
What was the hardest moment?
Meet
them:
For fourteen days they lived on the edge
Definitely going down Way Hairy Pass. It was
Amy Christianson;
and out of a pack. They stepped outside their
straight down the mountainside where the rock
What was the most memorable
comfort zone to embark on an adventure full of
and din was unstable. It was my most trying
moment?
For
me.
it
was
the
night
when
we
sweat and tears. They took the path of most
experience.
slept under the stars before The Alpine Start at
resistance. They faced a challenge that would
What did you learn? To UUSI myself and
2:30am. When I fell asleep there were only a
make each of them a stronger, more self-reliant
few
stars
in
the
sky.
and
when
I
woke
up
the
and compa.~ionate leader. They have emerged

continued on page 5
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Students and faculty plan for SOA protest
by Rich Cadwallader
and Jay Stooksberry
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Regis cudents and faculty plan to
participate in the Sc_hool of Americas (SOA)
protest at Fort Benning, Georgia November 1618. despite recent talk of canceling the uip.
This group will travel to the l'goatian Family
Teach-in, with the nope of closing down the
Western Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation (WHJSC), which replaced the
School of Americas (SOA) shortly after its
closure last winter. Protesters argue that there
is only a cosmetic difference between the SOA
and the WHISC. describing the change as "new
name. same shame."
The SOA trained Latin American milirary
soldiers and personnel in the areas of counterInsurgency methods. infantry tactics,
intelligence gathering. and counter-narcotics
operations. _Following completion of the
courses. the graduates were sent b::ick to their
home countries to act as leading figures in their
nations' military and parrunilirary forces.
Countless repons of human rights abuses.
exce ·sive bnnality. and even murder ha\'e been
made against SOA trained-personnel since Lhe
school's creation in J946.

After the September 11 tragedy, Ft
Benning has been on high alert. All entrances
to the base have been blocked off by ten foot,
chain link gates. The conversion to a closed
base offers more of an obstacle for SOA
protestors, and more of a risk for arrest. rn
previous years. protestors were able to walk
across the boundary of the base, which, for first
time offenders, was punished with a slap on the
wrist. The new barriers at the entrances 10 the
base could mean more serious prosecution for
those prorestors who choose to enter WHlSC
property.
Other Jesuit schools across the nation have
elected not to attend the protest this year. but
there has been no official cancellation of the
trip for Regis students. However. steps are
being taken to prevent fmancial punishment for
those students who planned to go and have now
decided again I attending.
Despite !he new risks and cum!nt r.ensions
aero s America in the wake of recent events.
many students plan to go and support whlll they
feel to be a justifiably risky cause. Of its
60,000 graduate • SOA harbored and trained
dictators like Manuel Noriega and Omar
TorriJos of Panama, Leopoldo Galtieri and

Roberto Viola of Argentina, Juan Velasco
Alvardo of Peru. and Guillenno Rodriguez of
Ecuador. Graduates of SOA have been linked
or have been directly responsible for numerous
massacres: the Uraba in Colombia, the El
Mozote in El Salvador. and the La Cantu.ta in
Peru. In addition, SOA graduates were
responsible for the assignation of Archbishop
Oscar Romero and the mJ1SSacre of six Jesuit~.
their housekeeper. and her daughter in El
Salvador. The list of human rights violations
reported is a long one.
Efforts to imultaneously raise money and
awareness about Regis' envoy to Ft Benning
will take place in the coming month. Students
hoping 10 attend the protests are organizing
work crews to do lawn work and house
painting to raise travel funds. Bake sales and
carwasbes coordinated by the group will take
place on campus. Donmion boxes will be
placed in specific areas throughout the campus.
including the University Ministry office,
located on the second floor of the Student
Center. An mfo1111ation table in the Student
Center will pro,;de th.e tudenl body wirh facts
about SOA, WHJSC. and the lgnatian Family
Teach-in.
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EDITORIALS

The mind is like the surface of a pond. When the wind blows, ripples
are created that distort the reflection of the outside world.

Dear Editor.
I would like to thank the student body for
its commitmeni to Reg, University and
enthusiasm throughout Homecoming Week.
I would al o like Lo thank the tudent
body for its re. ponse to the Exe u11ve Cabinet
charit) fundrai er. Casino ight. Casino
Night is an annual event the Student Executive
Cabinet ponsors. The purpose of this evem is
to raise mone} for a chnriiy of choice by the
Exec Cab. Donations are accepted for the
majority of prizes. but some prizes are
pw·cha.~ed out of our budgel. This year our
budgec is especially Limited. which creates less
available mone} for the year and this event.
Donation letters were wriuen with the
quote. "All of the money raised during the
night wi U be donated 10 the Amen an Red

Cross Relief Fund for the 1ragedy in New York
City." This quote caused some confusion
becaw e of the word "raised." Raised implies
that money wiU be made above and beyond
the costs of the project. The cost for the casino

We are the student
representatives and
would like to fully
represent the
students' wishes.
equipment was $8~5 and tJ1e prizes totaled
$275. The entire night cost$ I LOO and we
only brought in $600, Therefore, we did not
go above our costs and did not rai e any
money.

Although we did not raise any money. we
voted on how we would allocate the money
that we did acquire. A roonon was put on the
table that we would send $300 to the Red
Cross, and put the other $300 back into our
budget. Through a second and vote, the
motion passed.
The O\"erwhelming response from the
student body and the ambiguous language of
the donation letter has encouraged us to send
all of the money to the Red Cro s. Although
we did not raise enough money. we are the
student representatives and would Like to fully
represent the students' wishes. If you would
like to attend an Executive Cabinet meeting,
our meetings are open, and are held on
Tuesdays at 4:40pm in the Executive Cabinet
office. Student Center room 212.
Thank you.
Dana Emmons
Student Body President

tOITORIALS ARE THE OPINIONS OF THE
AUTHOR, WHICH DO NOT NECESSARl~Y REFLECT
THE VfEWS OF REGIS UNIVERSITY QR !Hf
HIGHLANDER.
@

A NOTE ON SUBMISStONS
SUBMISSIONS ARE REVIEWED ANO MA¥ BE
EDITED FOR APPROPRl,.,TENESS, CONtEtH, ANO
ttNGTH BY AN EDITOR AND THE ADVISOR TO
ENSURE SUITABILITY OF CONTENT AND OU.Aliff
OF THOUGH~
•

THE EDITORS OF THE HIGHLANDER. AT THEIR
J)ISCRUION. WILL ACCEPT AND PUBLISH SIGNW
.tfnERS-TO-THE-EDITOR NOT EXCEEDING 250
'ioRDs. LETTERS MAY BE EDITED. PERSONAL
ATIACKS OR INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE Will
NOT BE PUBLISHED. THE DEADLINE FOR
E{l?T OF LETTERS IS 5:00 P.M. WEDNESDAYS
-~HORE THE wm: OF PUBLICAnON.
0UESTIONS OR COMMENTS SHOULD BE
DIRECTED TO ELIZABETH RUGllE,
MAW.GINGEDITOR, AT (303J 964~539t OR
AT 33.33 REGIS BOULEVARD, MAIL STOP f-8,
DENVER, COLORADO 8022 L
.
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TUNNEL OF · OPPRESSION 2001
1 out of every 3 or 4
American women has been the victim of an
attempted or completed rape.

1 in 4
American adults suffer from a
diagnosable mental disorder.

.

1 in every 3
Americans will be involved in an
alcohol-related automobile accident
in their life.
"

AND YOU STILL THINK IT
WON'T HAPPEN TO YOU?
MONDAY & TUESDAY
November 12 & 13
STUDENT CENTER

Noon-2 pm
6-8 pm

HIGHLANDER
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Even with new lot,
parking still an or~eal for students with cars

Costs of college rise,
but students still pay
by Kathleen Coyne
Is a Regis University education v.orth the
cost in comparison to other chools? Adding
up all of the fees. most of which students ha\'e
no choice to p.'ly and have no idea v. here they
go. a Regis College education ends up costing
about $25,000 a year. This amount includes
tuition. room and board, additional food co ts.
and tudeot fees. While !his figure e timales
the cost for tudents living in residence halls.
tudents can commute from home and pay
just $18.400 for tuition and transportation
costs.
Junior Kendra Conners' parents li\e in
Colorado Springs. yet he would never
commute from home. "Not only is it too far.
but I wouldn't even commute if I went to
Colorado College, " Conner. said. She end
up paying about 500 a month 10 live off
campus. She pays about the ame as a student
living on campus. in DeSmet. West, or
O'Connell hall. As a junior in college.
Conners feels he doesn't need a residence
hall mother watching her every move. She
moved off campus to be able to live with
friends and have a greater sense of freedom.
Students al the University of Colorado at
Boulder pay between $9.000 and $'.!3.000.
depending on whether they are residents of
Colorado. UC-Boulder also hru 1375 full
time faculty members with 842 part-time.
Divide the number of scudents, which is
'.!6.000 by the '.!.217' teachers and !hat is
basitall eleven students per faculty member.
In realiry, thar is not the case ac UC-Boulder.
Students ha\·e cla. ses ranging from 10
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students to 400. Many Regis students only
attend class dail, because of attendance
policies, imagine when there are 400 students
in tead of :!O, the tea her is not going to take
roll call!
During the school year 1998-1999, the
College Board reported that $64 billion was
available in financial aid to college students
a ross the country. Most of !hat money was
in !he fom1 of loans. money that must be
repaid, unlike scbol(lfship . That year tuition
at public universities rose 3.4 percent while
private institutions' tuition rose 4.7 percent. If
Regis followed that trend. tuition would raise
S 1.000 each year.
Although public higher education is
significantly le. s costly than private
education, public school is not always lhe best
deal. GeneraJJ y. at private institutions
students hn\'e more interaction with teacher .
AL Regis, many teachers know tl1eir students.
at least those who attend classe . on a first
name basis. Regis class size ranges from 6 to
30 students.
One of the main attractions to Regis
Universit) i its religious affiliation. The
Jesuit morals mean a lot to parents and
students. even if they are non-catholic.
lost Regi. students feel as though the
cost i worth it. enior Clint Johanek likes
going to Regis because he meets people from
all over the country instead of just in-state
students. "It's a different Lype of studem that
comes here." Johanek said. "We're getting the
full \earning experience instead. of just taking
classes ro meet requirements for our majors."

by Ariana Etter
For most tudents it is a privilege to have
a car at college. A car provides a convenient
means to run arou'nd town on errands, and,
even better, it allows for a warm dri\'e to clnss
instead of trudging through inches of snow.
However, parking at Regis is a nightmare.
Even though there are 298 more parking
paces with !he newly opened lot. it still
seems there is never anywhere to park.
Sophomores Dan Delany and Kyle Desmond
claim. "We arc late to class every day because
there are no parking spot ." Some. tudents
have commented that it is faster to walk to
campus than it is to find a parking pot.
Students feel the parkiag situation is
unfair. Many complain that when parked in a
restricted space, security officers place bright
orange tickers on !he car and these stickers
are impossible 10 remove. Where are tudents
suppo ed to park? Security officer Kevin
O'Shea says, "Students can park in lots 1.3,4,
and tl1e new lot bebind ALC." Councilman
Dennis Gallagher. Communication
Department faculty member, says. "The new
parking lot is the best kept secret. In fact,
more people may di cover where the chapel is
while localing the new parking lot.''
Some people look to parking on the
streets along Lowell. However, this is not a
good idea because you may get a ticket from
the Denver Police Departmem. According to
l,lrie Johnson. a junior, ''it's fine getting a
ticket on campus because you can jus! charge

it to your parents' account, so avoid parking
on Lowell. Thanks Kim and Carol!" Many
students find available street parking on 50th
and Knox Court .. However. parking on these
side treets creates a problem for neighbors
who do not have a garage. John Abalos, a
resident on Knox Court. says, "As long as
they don't block my driveway it's fine.
They're usually gone before I get home."
Security officer O'Shea says, "We get more
complaints from neighbors about parking than
we do parties."
Safety is an even more important issue
than finding that perfect spot close to your
class. There have been recent break-ins to
cars parked on the street. Sophomore Janie
Payton had a dead battery. left her car on the
street overnight and woke up to a shattered
window. 111ere were two break-ins in lot 4,
one in lot 3, and one in !he new lot. O'Shea
said. "There is a ecurity patrol of lots, but
there are o many nice cars and people leave
things like purses out on the seats, asking for
a break-in."
Parking does get worse from year to
year, due to the increased number of . tudents.
However, with the new lot the parking
problem hould be decreasing. O'Shea says,
"Security guards do not like giving tickets.''
So, park in the new lot even though it is far
from Loyola. Get a parking pennit if you do
not already have one. and park in the legal
spot~ so you will not be the bearer of bright
orange stickers and parking tickets.

Student opinions of United States military action vary
by Jaclyn Rostie
Oct. 7. _()()l, almost a month after lhe
terrorist attacks. the United States began its
retaliation by taking military action against
Afghanistan. Following these events. the
Gallup News Service conducted surveys to
better understand public opinion about the
decisions made by our government. Gallup
found that 90 percent of the American people
support the U.S. respon.~ in Afghanistan. 5
percent disapprove. and S percent have no
opinion. Thi is not surprising. according to
Gallup. because studies taken about the
military action in Iraq in association with the
Persian Gulf War, received 75 percent of
Americans' approval.
Regis students, however. had lhese
opinion on whetl1er or aot Lhey approved of
U.S. military response:
"Yes. to bring justice and to let !he world
know you can't mess with America and get
away with it. No. because too many children
and women are most often Lhe victims of
crime."
"Yes. becau e we need to get !hose who
kill innocent Americans! It's payback time!"
"No. the target we are after are not
visible. thus, causing harm to innocent people.
The ones we have hit have made no difference
to the people responsible for Lhe initial attack
against the US."
"No. l11ou Shalt Not Kill."
These Regis students were then asked if
they appro\·ed of !he way President George W.
Bush is handling his campaign against
terrorisll\.
"Yes, l am impressed with how he has
handled the situation considering he was
thrown into the circumstances so quickly."
"Yes, because he is listening to the advice

of his cabinet members and advisors."
"No, he might be making matters worse."
"No. because his actions are making
matters worse, affecting countries throughout
the world.''
Gallup found that 92 percent of
Americans approve, 5 percent disapprove, and
2 percent have no opinion when asked about
their opinion of Bush's campaign. Gallup
representatives feel that these figures are well
repre entative of the American people's
opinions because when America is threatened
from outside there is a trend of increased
support for the leader. People come together
in times of crisis.
Students also had strong opinions about
whether or not they upport our government.

t ...too many chil~rt;f
and women a-r,e most
often the victims of
·.

"Yes. because !hey have knowledge, that
we as citizens do not have and are hopefulJy
using it for our benefit as a nation."
"Yes. because hopefully they are doing
their best to protect us."
"Yes, I tru. t our govemrnenl makes
decisions based on the besl intere t for
Americans."
''No, they ba\·e lied to us and misled us
from Grenada 10 Iraq to Afghanistan."
"No. because they have a huge ego that
the U.S. cannot be defeated."
Gallup found that 60 percent of
Americans trust their government, which is the
highest rating of trust since 1968. The GaJlup

Service explained: "the higher levels of trust
no doubt reflect a significant amount of this
type of ituational support, not oeces ruily a
fundamental shift in tl1e way American relate
to their government."
Gallup also found that Americans believe
that we should fight a broader war against
terrorism, rather than just punishing those
involved in the recent attacks. However. the
broader war is favored only by six percent of
respondents. Regis students said:
"I think we should just punish Bin
Laden because otherwise ii will last forever."
"f am indecisive because I think that
terrorist groups should be punished, but as a
result innocent people will be affected; so
either option has negative consequences.''
"I think the United Nations should
intervene and world leaders should set up
networks to monitor such organiz.ations."
"[ think that we should just punish those
involved, however, peacefully work towards
better understanding of terrorist organizations
in hopes that we can start to under~tand each
other and end attacks."
When these students were asked bow
long they expect this campaign to last. they
responded:
"Over two years because I don't think
there is a source lo terrorism."
"Over two years because there will
always be a fight on terrorism, but, our action
in Afghanistan will last probably last one to
(WO

years."

"One to two years, there's no way to
abolish terrorism. so once this is realized die
efforts will soon be ended."
''The war on terrorism will last one to two
years, however, the government will continue
to promote this campaign to continue this new

defense budget.''
Gallup found that 48 percent of
Americans believe the military action will
continue at least a year, 22 percent believe it
will continue for two years. 34 percent believe
it will last several months, and 7 percent
believe it will last a few weeks.
Additional opinions on the recent military
actions were:
"I think that President Bush is sincere in
what he says. I really believe !hat he feels he
is doing the right thing. He is more of a real
person that any President rve seen."
"We are currently trying to fight a new
type of evil with the martial dinosaurs of the
Cold War. and we are frightened by the
prospect that !he tools of power that have
made the U.S. the only remaining superpower
might not work anymore. That scares us. We
need to discover, out of the shell of our fears,
a way to peace that has never been tried
before."
"There has been no discussion and the
media continues 10 produce a one-sided
perspective that fails to acknowledge any
alternate though. We continue to accept
egotistical notions and violent approaches that
have sparked even more hatred by our
.
enemies. Let us try something new. A~ Ghandi
said, 'Non-violence in politics is a new weapon
in the process of evolution. lts vast
possibilities are yet unexplored.'"
For this study. the GaJlup News Service
randomly selected 1479 adult Americans for
telephone interviews. The maximum error is
plus or minus 4 percentage points at the 95
percent level of confidence. Regis students
interviewed ranged from freshmen to seniors
as well as a student from the School for
Professional Studies.
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Possible music minor at Regis
by Bea Brulntjes
There is great excitement among
faculty and students m Regis University
as plans are being made to introduce a
minor in music in the near future. Having
a minor in music here at Regis has been
the dream of students and faculty for
several years. The last time Regis offered
n minor in music was about ten years ago,
but facilities were not adequate and
enrollment was not strong enough to
sustain the program. Recently there has
been increased interest in music as more
and more students enroll in the personal
enrichment classes being offered in the
music department.
There is confidence that this new
minor will be a great success at Regis as
more and more srudents express an
academic interest in music. "We want 10
have a way of satisfying the academic
needs of sludents having an interest in
music," says Or. Mark Davenport, who
presently teaches music history courses.
"The interest is genuinely there."
Davenport. together with Gene Stewart
who also teaches in the Arts Department.
have contributed their tin1e and support to
develop a minor in music.
Presently the music department
offers students several personal
enrichment courses. These include:
piano. taught by Nan Shannon and Irina
Albig; guitar and guitar ensemble, taught
by Scott Smith: voice and choir, which
are taught by Barbara Halladay. Many

by Couttney /f,/alanlfy
Outward Botind is the longest·
l'\lllrung outdoor leadership organiz.iti-0tv
in the world. Its focus is to "enhance
individual character, promote selfdisco,·ery and challenge $Wdentsto
cultivate self-reliance, leadership, firness.
corilpassion and service through ··
exaptional wilderness education."
Colorado Outward Bound was the f'mc
US Outward Bound'$<:hool (est. 1961'
:ind CQntinues to p,:ovide high qwjlity
willferness. etperience.~ for youth ..md
ai:ltilts.
t The Regis Leadership Corps is a
four-year conunitlhent that develops
The Corps engages
learners into leade~
-;::;:;:~,

students have shown an interest in these
enrichment classes and the courses
usually fill rapidly. With the introduction
of a minor in music, faculty hope to
eventually extend these personal
enrichment courses to include a broader
variety of instruments.
Changes will begin next spring with
a new course called "foundations in
music." This course will function as a prerequisite for students who wish to minor
in music. Music history classes will also
be taught. There will be five history
classes offered, but they will rot.ate so that
there "will be two offered every semester.
These classes include Western Clas ical.
World Music, U.S. History Folk and
Popular Music, and possibly a fourth
class called Music of the Rock Era.
Private lessons for personal enrichment
will also continue. There are further
plans to have a performing ensemble or
"collegium musicum." which will explore
music from before the 1700s. This will
be an applied music course open to
anyone who is interested.
With the increased number of classes
that will be offered, the mu ic department
is also planning to add several new
faculty members. They hope to add a
new member to teach Foundations in
Music. and also hope to add one more
faculty member to teach voice. The new
minor in music will be an exciting and
enriching addition to the Regis
Community.

in'arigorous $1.d rewar4ing core
.. .
cmriculum based on four pillars: leading

visi<m, managing mission. building
capacity, and cultivating leaming. The
result is an esprit de Corp$ that challenges
students to merun, plan, .and execute
meaningful projects in their life, career,
imd community. Any pr(}~!. toward
whatever ends they can·'oream.
Are you interested in being a
membet of the Regis Leadership Cows or
would you like to take an Outward Bound
Course?
Contact Courtney MaJanify at Regis
University at 303458-3505 or in Office J12, visit www.cobs.org, or c!lll Colorado
Outward Bound at 1-800-477-2627.

Sophomore spends 50 days outdoors
by Courtney Malanify
Jo addition to the seven Regis Corps
Outward Bound graduates. Carmela Kelly.
Regis University sophomore and also
member of Regis Leadership Corps.
experienced Outward Bound this summer.
Kelly received Colorado Outward Bound's
Marmol Scholarship, which provided fulltuition for a 50-day course including
mountaineering, rock climbing. and river
rafting.
For 50 days. Carmela surrendered
herself to the 1rials and tribu1ations of the
natural world. From June 6 to July 25
Carmela ventured into the unknown. She
walked away with a greater understanding
of herself and her ability to overcome any.
challenge. "After returning from my

cour,e. I feel a new sense of confidence
and an ability to excel in everything I do.
Outward Bound helped me find a new
passion for life and new direction in my
education." She is pursuing the thematic
option program at Regis in hopes to major
in Knowledge Systems Science, which is
where she will find her passion for
knowledge and growth as well as a source
of happiness. "Outward Bound has
fundamentally changed my life interna11y
and externally by giving me the strength
and determination to go after my dreams
and feel like I can make each of them
come lnle."
Carmela Kelly is currently a
Research Assistant for Regis Leade hip
Corps, a member of PAC. and gives her
all at everything she does.

Q,rrectwn- -One location for oomputers that are available for student use was
omitted from the October' t issu<' Toe V{riting Center ~ Lo~ola l has four computers
available for all students. wile~ or not they are working with a ~ rrltmg consultant The
Writing Center is open 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday 1hrough Thursday. and S:30 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. ~Friday.
,

Regis Leaders
continued from paee 1
to be confident in my deetsions.
Wbat did you mis ? The communication
with my family and friends. I wanted to teU them
about my experiences. whot we did. whnt we saw,
how we were doing. And ... candy (especially
Tootsie Rolls).
How has this trip changed/Influ need your
life? I have gained a greater perspective in all that
I do. The smaller moments now mean more and
are have greater significance to my happiness. 1
such a greater appreciation for everything in my
life.

Antonio Maes;
What was the most memorable moment?
The last day because I bad then realized
everything was coming to an end. I felt that I had
accompli hed and learned o much in such a little
time. lt fell very rewarding to have completed the
trip.
What was the hardest moment? For me,
rock climbing was the hardest. We hnd to make
our own harnesses and being 35 feet off the
ground while being held by something J made was
scary. Also, I do not like heights.
What did you learn? When lam pushed to
my limit. r will succeed in anything I am involved
with. When faced with a challenging task. you just
have to go for it. There is no turning back.
What did you miss? Home-cooked meals.
How bas this trip cbangedfmDuenced your
life? l now have confidence to take on anything r
want. I have the courage to make it happen and
live out my dreams. U I believe [ can do it, !hen I
will succeed.

Erin Christjamon;
What was the most memorable moment?
After our 40 hour solo, when we came back to the
group. Before we were leaving to be on our own I
was afraid of being by myself and the experiences
I would have, but after I came back. l was so
proud that I did it. lt helped me realize how
special each member of the group was and how
glad I was to be spending Ibis time with them.
What was the hardest moment? At the top
of "Way Hairy Pass." I could not believe we were
going to descend thjs mountainside. It was so
steep. I was also the leader that day, and I was
worried about which way to take the others down
to make sure they would be safe. I thought to
myself. "What did 1 get myself into?"
What did you learn? To enjoy every
moment of my life for what it is. I learned not to
focus on the end result but rather to take in the
moments in between. I can um it the quote, "The
journey is the reward." Also, I learned to take
more risks.
What did you miss? A roof over my head to
· keep the rain away.
How has this trip changedfmDuenced your
Life? I have the ability to take in every moment in
my life. r can appreciate the small things as well
as the bigger ones. I can just enjoy every moment
for what it is instead of always looking to the next.

Kevin Raliegh:
What was the most memorable moment?
For me, it was waking up at midnight for the
lightening drill. We bad to run down the mountain
as fast as we could in pitch-blackness.
What was the hardest moment? The
hardest moment was not just a moment, but an
entire day. It was the day nfter our lightening clrilJ
when I rolled my ankle pretty seriously, and we
bad 10 hike over "Way Hairy Pass." Ifl were more
flexible r would have gnawed off my own leg.
What djd you learn? There is no way lo
answer this question, I learned o much.
What wd you miss? Keelin my girlfriend,
my family, and mu.~ic-in that order.
How has this t.rip changed or influenced
your life? I came back floating on the clouds.
feeling like everything I usually worry about is so
trivial. I now think bigger. My dreams have
expanded and my fears have shrunk

Molly Marrin;
What was the most memorable moment?
Smnding at the rop of Mt. Elben on the 12th day

of our trip. There was o much beauty rhat
stretched for miles. 11 w amazing to know that
for that moment we were higher than nnyone el e
in Colorado or m-0 t of the United Stntes. It felt
like I was on top of the world.
What was the hardest moment? For me, it
was sranding at the top of "Way Hairy Pass" and
looking down thinking co myself, "we can nor
po sibly be going down this." Seconds later tears
were streaming down my face and my fear of
heights kicked into full gear. I knew I had to do it.
so I began working and slipping my way down
this steep side with blurred vision and a trembling
body because giving up was not an option.
What did you learn? I learned that
sometimes to be successful I need a group of
people there to support one another. In that
situation, I needed the group to survive, which
helped me realiz.e that asking for help does not
make you weak it makes you stronger. An excerpt
from my journal helps remind me of what is
important: "I am here to absorb as much as I can
from each mountain, each aspen grove, each step,
each straining muscle. each tormenting scratch,
each painfuJ blister... each friend, and each time
that l catch myself not appreciating the beauty
surrounding me and the beauty within me" 7/26.
What did you miss? r a~tually now miss the
unconditional support l felt from the group. 1
knew that every single one of them would have
done anything for me. These once strangers,
turned into people that I now respect and admire.
How has this trip changedfmfluenced your
Life? The two weeks served as a tool for me to get
my life together. lt allowed me to reflect on the
past and mentally and emotionally prepare for the
future. It quickly pur things into perspective for
me and helped me realize what truly mauers in
life.

Tayloe Rhode;
What was the most memoJ'!lhle moment?
There is a tie between two moments. One was
completing the alpine climb up to Mt. Elbert, the
highest peak in Colorado. lt was one of the hardest
moments, but it was definitely worth the effort.
The second was the great friendshjps created
throughout the trip.
What was the hardest moment? The whole
trip was trying because I was away from
everything. I had no contact with the outside
world and all the things that are a part of my daily
life.
What did you learn? That it is important to
be able 10 work well with others. Also, that
everyone on the trip was o different and unique in
their own ways and the trip brought us all to a
common ground so we could learn and grow
together.
What did you miss? I really missed being
able to play lacrosse. 1 missed !he comforts of
home, technology. and my family and friends.
How bas thi trip changedfmfluenttd your
life? The trip has given me leadership skills I
would not have otherwise. Also. I now rake the
positive with the negative to keep a balance
because not everything is going to go my way.

Laurn Heneberrv;
Laura is on another advenlure full of courage
and di covery. "Semester at Sea." As a result. he
was unavailable for comment. Erin Christian on
said, "Laura is so tough. On our last rock climb no
one else wanted to try and make it to the top, but
Laura did. She was scratched up and tired. bur he
still went for it. After hanging on for dear life, she
kept giving her all and eventually made to the top.
She bad so much will and courage to go the extra
mile. It was amazing to see how mentally and
physically strong she was."
These Regis Corp members set an example
of what being a leader is all about. They are
willing to explore deep into themselves, others,
and their surroundings 10 reach their full potential
as a person and a leader. It is classic leadership at
its best. As Outward Bound would say, "It's What's
In You," and these seven came to a better
understanding of what was inside of them. Each of
them now reache for even broader horizons.
Congrarularions to the seven of you on your
adventure and on conquering Way Hairy Pass!
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HAlLowrrN AttAActtoNS Haunted Houses: Which ones are
The Asylum Haunted House
297S Fox Street
(303) 780-7811
Open through October 30

•

The Catacombs/3-Dementia
Wadsworth & Bowles
scared.com
Open through October 31

•

Crazed Cornfield Maze
104th & McKay Road
(303) 289-7133
Open through October 31

•

Frightmare
108th & Wadsworth
(303) 830-TIXS
Open through October 31

•

Haunted Mansion
5663 S. Prince Street
(303) 795-5006
Open through October 31

•

l\'fonster Bash
Gothic Theater - 3263 S. Broadway
(303) 380-2333
:Wednesday, October 31

•

Primitive Fear
5155 E. 64th Avenue
(303) 287-0643
Open through October 31

•

~he Sanitarium
1909·B1ak~ Street
sanitariumonline.com
Open through October 31
And more...

worth the money? Cops on lookout for Halloween DUis

by Quinn McCoy

to I ive you n scare. I gi vc 1r two out of five screams!
By far the best-haunted house out of the group
Aurumn hru anived. the leaves have
wa: Brurnl Planer. howe\'er the cost was prelty steep.
rume<l. lhe candy is a' plenty, and the
Bn 1..11 Planet cost $7 to enter tlfe house. but you a lso
scream · can be heard from haunted houses
ha\ ! 10 pay $20 (with a coupon) to get into Elltches,
throughout the city. There are seven major
anc S8 for parking. For all of the costs. you get to go
haunted houses throughout the Denver metro
on iJes and go into the haunted hotL~. The park is
area. I toured three of the leading houses
on!
open on the weekends. so the wan can be a little
this year. The tour included stops at
, - -...........:..J Jon;. Brutal planet took about 20 minutes to get
Frightmare oo l~th and Old Wadsworth,
"""~.....i thri ugh. The anticipation begins before you even
Nightmare at Thornton Town Center, and
ent ·r the fir t waiting room. You are handed a plastic
Brutal Planet at Elit hes.
porcho and are told to put it on "you'll need it in
The first haunted house I visited was
thee
... unless you don't mind getting blood all over
Frightmare. Overall, this trip was a good
ym
r
cl0thes." This was not the traditional scream fest
one. ll1e haunted hou.~e is, for the mo t part,
Iha haunted houses usually go for. it was much more
outside with the exception of a small
det jlcd. There were a lot of rooms with grotesque
excursion into the old part of a cbUich.
see 1es. and actors who tr) to gross you out more than
Frightmare has been operating for quite a
frifhtcn you. Although the house did cause a few
few years and throughout its existence II has
SCfl
an1s, mostly T was impressed by the intricate
not changed or expanded "ery much. It is
. ...:,,..:Mmlli.l...:.JE.:::..:..:EiAJ det :ils and all of the work that must have gone into
good for all the traditional scares-the man
Photo by: Hayley Bierk/e bui ding this haunted "planet." My advice for Brutal
who chases you with a chainsaw. the people Local bars decorate for Halloween
Pia et. go early to ride rides and stand in line for the
hiding in the corn fields, and the pitch black
Nighunare. The house is located inside, which wns nice to be
house.
Be
I re 10 wear warm clothes. and shoes. not sandals. If
hallways that you are forced to get through without any help.
able to keep warm. As Halloween approaches, Nighunare plans
you have the e:ura cash, go ahead and cake a trip through Brutal
Frightmare costs $ I 3 and the trip through the house takes about
on increasing the amount of actors who work at the house. The
Planet I giv • it five out of five screams!
ten minutes. Depending on the day and time you plan on going
day I went there was no line but there were also a minimal
lfha11n1•d hou. es aren"t your thing. there are many other
you can expect to wait outside in the cold for anywhere from 15
number of goblins and ghouls to scare me. Although there were
options for tie Halloween ~eason. There are com mazes
minutes to an hour. My ad,ice for Frighm1are: wear warm
some scream-provoking sections of the haunted house. it
throughout tie city,. cary movies such as "The Others," "From
clothes. go with entertaining friends to make the wait more fun.
probably could have been longer. used more actors, and been a
Hell." and "1 hirteen Ghosts." and self guided tours through
and bring an extra dollar for a cup of hot chocolate. I give it
little less corny. Nightmare cost $11 and took about five to ten
actual hau~ houses.
three out of five screams!
minutes to run through. My ad\·ice for Nightmare. go on a
The next stop on my haunted house expedition was
weekend to ensure that they will have the most actors working

Student awareness of Regis University's substance abuse poli.cies
by Kristen Alire
With Halloween approaching. it is a good
time to gel educated on the dangers. effects,
and consequences of substance use and abuse.
Most people are aware of the puni~hments that
are associated with the Denver Police
Depanment; however, many are unfamiliar
with the disciplinary process Regis carries out
when dealing with students who do not abide
by the regulations outlined by the college.
In the 2001-2002 Student handbook. Regis
University states that their policy concerning
alcohol is based on the University's idea of
promoting an environment for its facuJty and
students that complements learning, encourages
personal responsibility. and presents the
consequences one must accept for his or her
actions. The Regis community is expected to
strive for the highest level of physical and
mental health to maintain the strength of the
Uni versity.
The Regis Code of Conduct does not
al low for any alcoholic substances present on
the college grounds unless already approved by
the Director of Student Activities. Most of the
alcohol-related problems that occur during the
chool year usually occur within the confines

of the residence balls, where the presence of
any alcoholic substance or empty container is
prohibited. The University abides by Colorado
state law by finrung underage drinlang
anywhere on the Regis campus to be against
school reguJations, and punishable by way of
disciplinary action.
When disciplinary action is being taken,
there are different degrees of punishment that
are imposed depenrung on whether or not it is
the student's first or second lime as an offender.
and whether or not some other sort of code
violation was committed (such as criminal
mischief or assault). Again depending on the
nature of the write-up, a student will either
receive a one-point violation or a second point
violation on their first alcohol write-up. If the
student gets caught another time in relationship
to alcoho l possession, including knowing
pre~ence (one does not have to be participating,
j ust aware of it in the surrounding area), the
student will receive 2 steps in the disciplinary
process. After repeated alcohol violations,
depend ing on the severity, the student's parents
are contacted and the student may be required
to attend alcohol abuse counseling, either five
two-hour group classes or four one-hour one-
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on-one meetings which Regis offers free of
charge.
To many Regis students who li"e in the
residence halls. the Unhersity's alcohol
tolerance seems 10 be somewhat extreme. An
anonymous sophomore who lived in O'Connell
Hall last year does not agree with Regis'
"knowing presence" code. "I didn't like the foci
that e\·en though I wns not drinking in my
friend's dorm room, l still got written up for
being in the presence of alcohol. It just doesn'1
seem fair." A fellow sophomore complains thn
Regis wasted valuable counseling time on her
for repeated alcohol possession,''! just think
that someone else who really needed
counseling should have been attending the
meetings. lf anything, my punishments m~de
me more wary of not getting caught next wne,
rather then succeeding at swaying rue from
drinking."
Howe\'er, what Regis students do not
realize. is that they actually have it good.
According to Residence Hall Manager. ))are~,
Fehringer. "the benefit of going through Regts
disciplinary process is that we deal with
conflict within the school. We very rarely
involve the police with disciplinary matters,

,~hich means that the only record of the
conn,c1 is within the school and in a year. the
point.~ that were received are gone. so that the
student can start off with a clean slate. Schools
like University of Colorado at Boulder do not
allow their students to make mistakes. Boulder
law enforcement officials take care of student
alcohol dolations, and the penalties are more
serious. We give Regis student~ the
opportunity to learn from their mistakes and r
think that is important to take into
consideration when evaluating the disciplinary
process at chis school."
When issues involving alcohol occur, the
Office of Residence life nonnally handles the
disciplinary end of things. Howe\'er, campus
security is called in to deal with combination
violations that deal with alcohol intoxication or
possession. damage to school property, assault.,
theft., or criminal mischief. So far this year,
secunty has had around six reports uf alcohol
related incidents that required disciplinary
action. The Office of Residence Life rud not
release their number of alcohol violations
during this first semester. but they did say that
they are less than last year so far.

by Geneva Corirossi

but that once he left he-could not reenter the
station. Much to the driver's dismay, the pay
Halloween, like most other holidays. is
phone did not work, so he had to run four
an excuse for most people to go out and get
miles from Boulder County Police Department
drunk. and you are allowed 10 look tupid
to UniversHy of Colorado's campus to make a
while doing ~o. And in recent years the
phone call.
number of drunk drivers has increased. It
A few months lacer. two separnce court
seems that very few people plan ahead who
dates were et up to deternline the driver's
will be the designated driver o,er the
Halloween weekend celebrations. but rather
rely on "the soberest one" to drive home. This
practice is unsafe and hves are at stake. This
Halloween, call a taxicab or figure out who
your designated dri\'er will be before you
leave the house. otherwise you could be facing
a Driving Under the Influence (DUI) charge.
For one Regis student. Halloween 1999
sentence. The lawyer he hired for $750
was a rough one. After ho= of partymg in
attended the first courl date on his own. but
Boulder. he and his friends began their halfthe defendant was required to appear before
hour drive home to Denver. Along the way.
the Judge on the second date. His sentence
the driver was pulled over at the intersection
was 24 hours of classroom learning about the
of Mapleton and '.!8 Streets after failing 10 use
use and abuse of substances. main!) alcohol,
a turn signal. As the police officer approached
and 50 hours of community service for Habitat
the car, he decided that the driver had been
for Humanity. The classes were $50 a class
drinking and requested that he perfonu a
for 2 hours. or $600 for the entire 24.
series of sobriety tests. The driver executed
When asked his opinion of the required
three tests, including landing on one foot and
classes he said they were "wasteful and
looking up for 30 seconds.
walking nine steps in a !foe,
while counting to nine and
then back agrun, and
following a flashlight on the
officer's finger with bis eyes
not ~his head. Next. the
officer a~ked the driver to
blow into a Breathaly1er to
determine his blood alcohol
level. The driver. "not
feeling that drunk," blew a
.0169 on the Breathalyzer.
With this level the officer
had no choice but to
handcuff the 19 year old,
underage drink.er.
On the way to the
Boulder police station. the
driver sat in the passenger
seal instead of behind the
cage in the backseat. Upon
arrival at the talion. the
driver was given another
Breathalyzer, finger printed.
had mug hots taken, and
was made to sit in the
waiting room until 6:00 a.m.
De11ver Police will be in Regis 11eighborhood this Halloween
While the driver was
undergoing detoxification at
pointless" because they revolved around
the police station. his friends were taken to the
discussions about the psychological factors
re.~taurant. Village Inn and left there by
behind what makes a person an alcoholic.
Boulder police. The vehicle was impounded.
This young man is not an alcoholic; he j ust
When the driver was released the following
made a poor choice on Halloween and does
morning, he was told that he could use the
regret
his decision to drive. Although he
lobby pay phone to call a friend or a taxicab,
found the cla~ses 10 be meruiingless, the driver

"Taking a taxi

could save you
$2000 or even
someone's life"

did find great reward in working with hi
handJ to help another person by building a
hou.~.
·
After completing his sentence, he was left
without a license for one year, and
. kyrocketing insurance mte~ By the end of
!his ordeal, the driver had paid around $2000
m fees and travel costs to Boulder for the
mandatory classes. His advice to others is
don't drink and drive because it is not worth it.
"Taking a taxi could save you $2000 or e\'en
someone's life." he warns.
A variety of Regi students offered their
plans for Halloween 2001. Many students plan
to go out with fnends and activities will
include drinking. When asked how !hey plan
to get home, the responses ranged from the
"soberest one will drive." to a plan for a
designated driver who won't be drinking to
using taxis.
A DUI can harm your life or the life of
another person. You can face one or more
years of sentencing as a result of your foolish
and irresponsible actions. In 1999 alone .f.497
people were issued DUls in the state of
Colorado. Officer Powell of the Denver
County Police Department said there will be

Photo by: Hayley Bierkle
dming checkpoint around the Regis and
North Denver community this Halloween to
insure safe driving and punish those w ho
break the law.
Halloween is about fun. just make SW'e
that you are responsible and mature in your
acdons.
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Time management: a
challenge for athletes

SIDE

Athletes and coaches share their advice
the fall because we are so busy. It forces the
players to have berter time management"
Assistant men's basketball coach. Doug Farley
agrees with Raunig
when he said, "Our
players get better
grades first semester
because they have less
free time." Assistant
women's basketball
coach, Heather Sower
agrees with Raunig
and Farley as well,
"The less time you
have, the more you
are forced to manage
il
•
While the
coaches empathize
with the demands
athletes face, they still
expect nothing less
than the best from each one.

by Molly Marrin
Most students quickly realize !hat the
adjustment to college demands is not always
an easy one.
Approximately 200
Regis athletes have
their sports, which
can take up to as
many as four hours a
day. to add to their
busy college lives.
For these athletes,
time and stress
management are
integral to their
uccess o? the playing
field and m the
classroom.
Fifty Regis
athletes were
surveyed about how
they set their priorities
and manage responsibilities:
REGIS ATI-ILETES TOP 5 KEYS TO
TIME MANAGEMENT
1) Study in between classe .
2) Catch up on Sundays or day off.
3) Study on the bus or in the hotel.
4) Study during the day.
5) Get assignments done before practice.
Regis athletic coaches understand how
difficult it can be for athletes 10 deaJ with
stress and manage their time. Oddly. il seems
that the busier athletes are, the more they are
able 10 accomplish. Head women's basketball
coach. Linda Raunig said. "Our playe.rs get
better grades and manage time better during

"Once you start
to discipline
yourself it
·becomes easier
to manag·e time "

SPORTS
BY COREY .AR1HUR

He's back...·

0

-Doug Farley, assistant
men's basketball coach.

COACHES' RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR ATHLETES' SUCCESS
"Keep a day-planner and catalog
everything that you do."-Lonoie Porter, head
men's basketball coach.
"Key to getting better grades is being
busy."-Linda Raunig, head women's
basketball coach.
''Once you start to discipline yourself it
becomes easier to manage time." • Doug
Farley, assistant men's basketball coach.
"You have to organiz.e and prioritize
everything that you do."-Heather Sower,
assistant women's basketball coach.
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All the suspense is over. Michael Jordan
madt: it official. He's back. He has joined the
team he once owned, the Washington W12ards,
and is listed as number 23 in your programs.
Jordan, who retired from basketball for the
second time in 1997. signed a contract for the
league minimum (God knows he doesn't need
any more money) earlier this month and will
be beginning his 14th full season in the NBA.
There are still a. lot of questions
surrounding his return. One of these questions
is whether or not he will be able to perform ar
the same level as the old Jordan. I think the 41
points he poured in the other night. albeit
preseason, answered that one. For the rest, here
is my take on it.
Jordan's stats this season will not be the
same as his rookie season. they will not be the
same as they were in 1991, the first year the
Bulls won the championship. nor will they be
the same as they were in his last season in
Chicago. They will be better. Why? Because
he is all that the Wizards have. He doesn't have
a Scottie Pippen or a Horace Grant to share the
scoreboard with.
The next question is will the Wizards
win? Even the Nuggets win a couple of games.
Washington will win more than la~t year.
Playoffs? l think so. NBA Finals? Probably not
this year. Mike would be the first to tell you
that he did not win a championship by himself.

If the Wizards did pull it off, I wouJd be the
first one to tell you that he did win this one by

himself. Unfortunately, that's not going to
happen. While everyone was going on and on
about his 4 l the other night. many people
didn't notice that they still lost!
What I love about this comeback is that
he is not doing it to make more money, he is
not doing it to prove to his critics that he still
can, he is doing it to prove to himself that he

...lie iJ:'nof dolng·· it
to mai,e morex
still can. He also wants his former employees
and current teammates to understand what it
feels like to win more than IO games (I know
it's an exaggeration). Michael has a work ethic
that is almost unmatched by any other
professional athlete and when you have that in
practice, it is contagious. He wants to spread
his knowledge of the game and extreme ability
lo the rest of his team.
It's not the same seeing Jordan in a jersey
that doesn't consist of red and black, but to see
him on the court again at all is awesome. He is
the best there ever was. and if he felt that by
coming back to the game he so dearly loves
would jeopardize that, he wouldn't have come
back. But he is back. and the rest of the
questions can onJy be answered in time.

~
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Regis honors Dick Connor, Regis
alum and sports writing great
by Corey Arthur
There is currently an exhibit in the
Dayton Memorial Library commemorating the
Jife aad achievements of Colorado sports
j ournali st Dick Connor. The
exhibit has been up since the
beginning of October and will
come down on Wednesday,
October 31st. The exhibit
includes a variety or awards
and letters, only a few of the
great things that Connor did in
his short life.
Connor touched the hearts of many
Colorado sports fans through the years. and
when he recently died of cancer. an exhibit
was created in order to make sure he will be
remembered for many years to come. If you
get a chance to see this exhibit, you will see
some of his awards, such as jow·nalist of the
year in 1987 and also bis induction into the
Colorado Sports Hall of Fame.

You may also see that his writing did not
stop wilh just newspapers. He has written a
number of books, including a biography of
Dan Reeves as well as his own autobiography.
However, the most

Connor touched
the hearts of
many Colorado
Sports fans ...

touching part or this exhibit
lies at the bottom of the
display case. This is where
nwnerous people have written
letters telling how Connor had
touched their Jives. The
names at the bottom of these
letters include the like of
fom1er Governor Roy Romer, Air Force
Academy bead football coach Fisher DeBerry,
and even Regis' own president., Father
Michael J. Sheeran.
Dick Connor has left his mark on
Colorado sports forever, and if you get a
chance in the next couple of days. you should
really take a few minutes to look over the
exhibit in the DML.

Sophomore Oliver Permit

Don't Forget--

YeaFbook PfctuFes
Photo Courtesy of- Reg is Athletic Department

Freshman Katie Hopkins

Don't miss this event!
}
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Career & Internship
Info Fair 2001
Making Conne ctions ...

Get started NOW on your Career
or Internship search!
November 7, 2001
11 :00 am-2:00 pm in the Student
Center Cafeteria.
Companies attending include:
Starz Encore, The FBI , IBM, Boulder County
Safehouse, Raytheon, USGS, Cherry Creek
Schools and JD Edwards to name just a few!

Check out our website at
www.regis.edu/careerservices for a
complete listing of participants!

Tuesday Oct. 30,
Wednesday Oct 31,
and Thursday Nov. I
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the Pub
Have your picture taken! Don't be
caught at the end of the year saying, "I'm not in the yearbook!"
Picture packages available $12, $15,
$20-- checks made out to Lifetouch
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Rappers in movies ... What's that all about???
by Rich Cadwallader
One of my most recent movie selections was Training Day
with Denzel Washington and Ethan Hawke. While I was sitting
there watching the endless stream of previews and wondering if
K-PAX is reaHy going to be as good n movie as e\'eryone is
hoping it wiU be. I was reminded. once again, that Snoop Dogg
i tarring in a movie being released j t in time for Halloween.
There is omething really unsettling about the Dogg struring in
his own little horror movie. I don't claim to know much about
it. bUl it seems that it's going to play like a bad episode of
Nickelodeon's Are You Afraid of the Dark? Only with more

nudity.
But that's Snoop' thing. and lord forbid that we should
discourage him from making even more money than he is
already pulling in. Everybody needs a bigger entourage, right?
So Tseuled down into Training Day. Those horrible memories
of rappers sneaking into the movie business lowly drifted
away. About twenty minutes into the movie l was horribly
awakened from my ideal world where actors are actors and
rappers are rappers when I realized that the crippled crack
dealer being chased by Ethan Hawke's character down a
crowded street was none other than Snoop himself. To make
matters worse. later in the movie J was bombarded by Dr.
Dre playing a corrupt cop with a temper.
Eminem is now planning to make an autobiographical
movie in which he will play himself. But that I can almosl
respect, as he doe have a lot of acting experience. He's
been pretending to be black for quite some time now.
At any rnte, the realization that rappers are actually
getting away with making money from tarring in movies
got me to thinking about other substitutions that make just
as much sense.
So here it is! Rich's top 8 substitutions that should be
at least as effective as substituting rappers for real actors in
Hollywood movies!
l.
Foreign swimwear models as translators for
CNN. A lot of them could probably just say, ''I don't speak
Afghani" over and over again in English and we would
seriously believe they were conversing in another language.
"' And who really understands translators on CNN anyway?
2.
Fourth graders as professional hockey
players (note: lhis would probably only be ITUly a success
for the Detroit Redwings. I doubt they would really notice
much difference).

Den-:;el \Vashingtorz and Ethan Hawke in "Training Day"
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1 Fair
5 Ballet step
8 Fears
12 Beers
13 Era

14 Tardy
15 Horse
17 Small hawk
18 Over (Poetic)
195aid

21 Probe
24 Rotatable disc
25Anger
260penly

30

Baba

31 Husk
32 Fish eggs

33 Vent for release of gas
35
Turner
36 Atilla was their king
37 Iliad author
38 Chasm
41 Heat source

I have a feeling the
rappers-pretendingto-be-actors phase is
nowhere near its end.
have anyone in mind ...
Grape jam as a vaccine for Anthrax.
6. Big time ex-Washington DC politicians as Calvin
Klein models. (I'm talking Al Gore, Janet Reno, Bill Clinton.
Maybe a little Ken Starr).
7. Hockey players as high school cheerleaders (after the
kids took over, the Redwings had to find something to do,
right?)
8. Taliban leaders as target practice. Oh. Wait. We're
sort of doing that already aren't we?
Ok so that last one might be a 1it1le out of line. At any
rate, I wouldn't be surprised if the movie industry has to start
adding an "explicit lyrics" sign next to the R rating of movies
to come. I have a feeling the rappers-pretending-to-be-actors
phase is nowhere near its end.

puzz105
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ACROSS

3. The ,Denver Broncos as porn stars. I'm sure that the
idea has crossed a few minds before. I'm only hoping to find
some way that they can finally score consistently.
4. Pre-school children as college professors. Not that I
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42 Ireland
43Wire
48 Snow at head of glacier

22 Small stream

49 Frost

26 Speech sound

SOTldes
51 Former Russian emperor
52 Food chewed a second time
53 Edges

27 Croo.vd
28 Sole
29 Leap_

DOWN
1 Fuel
2 Altitude (abbr.)
3Meadow
4 On an Incline
STwo

6Past
7 Sane
8 Caustic substance
9Stay
10 Female (sur.)
11 Sow
16 Shelter
20 Lofty
21 Snatch

23Stew

24Disputes

31 Avoid

34 Complainer
35 Extended time
37 Color
38 Lease
39 Greek God of War
40 Long Uve (It.)
41 Winter vehicle
4401dcoin
45 Hitter's average (abbr.)
46 Type of weapon (abbr.)
47 Manuscripts (abbr.)
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That quirky Derroit
quartet, the Suicide Machines.
has yet again redefined their
sound. One cannot help but
notice that the maturity of this
band's lyrics and melodies
progress as each new album is
released. Their most recent
contribution, entitled "Steal
This Record," does not break
the trend.
By combining the radical
politics of "Battle Hymns" and
the pop mentality of their last
self-titled album, the Suicide
Macbiaes have stumbled across
a·sound that slowly became
their own that fuses ferocious
arrangements with polished melodies. What makes the band
unique is Jason Navarro's vocal capacity: He can hold a
melodic harmony, then burst into that recognizable scream
that can be only compared to the likes of Ian MacKeye.
Also, in their rendition of REM's.t'Jt's the End of the World
As We Know It," Navarro's spitfire deliverance never shows
signs of being tongue-tied by one of the most difficult songs
to cover. As what seems like a nod to the Bad Brains, the
song "Stand Up" is a reggae rally-cry that acts a peaceful
intermission in the middle of the album. But it's songs like
"The Killing Blow" (a dynamic opener for the album).
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REFLECTIONS

All students, faculty and staff are
encouraged to submit poetr:y, short stories,
essays and black & white photographs for
consideration by the editors of Reflections,
the literary magazine of Regis University.

-

The deadline for submissions is + p.m.
November 26th.

•••
Submission guidelines are available in the
Writing Center in Loyola 1 or by calling

30}-+5 8-403 9.

SliM CEssNA's Auro Club
"SliM CESsNA's AUTo Club"
AlTERNATIVE TENTAclEs REcoRds
It is safe to say that I have found the quintessential
album to listen to during a long road trip in my pickup truck
- Slim Cessna's Auto Club. If you are a Johnny Cash fan
who is as disgusted as l am with the direction that counrry
music is "moseyin' on" toward, Slim
Cessna's Auto Club's self-titled release,
courtesy of Jello Biafra's Alternative
Tentacles Record label. is here to save your
day and your ride into the sunset

"Scar" (easily the best song lyrically), and others Uke "Stay"
and "Middle Way" that make this album unique from other
TSM releases.
One noticeable aspect about the band's new arsenal of
songs is that they have completely moved away from the
ska/punk hybrid that was once their staple sound. This isn't
a bad thing at all; I think a lot of those post-Operation l vy
third wave ska bands, especialJy Less Than Jake. are
recanting their previous affiliations to the movement.
Besides, nobody can listen to that upstroke guitar and
redundant horn riffs without eventually getting annoyed.

Mojo Nixon or Big Dicks. However, sopgs about lost
sweethearts and drinking were not written with the intent of
the audience's enlightenment. Instead, it's great songs like
"Kristen and Billy," "That's Why I'm Unhappy," and "Hold
On" that are supposed to evoke thoughts about a dusty plain
quickly passing by in the rear view mirror of a pick'em-up
truck. Saddle up to your local independent record store and
pick up this humdinger.

...here to save
your day and
your ride into
the sunset.

..

This Denver band captured the sound
and feel of a rraditional honky-tonk. The
album, however, offers more to the ear than a
bluesy twang. "Limon," a song that is
drenched with the sounds of a lively
accordion, offers a polka-country hybrid that
can provoke the slightest bobbing of the bead Slim Cessna.'s Auto Club
to a full-out hoot-nanny. Also, Slim's
yodeling vocals on tracks like "Dear Amelia"
and "My Goodness Me" would bring a tear to
the eye of Hank Williams I.
Three Sisters'
Slim's lyrical flexibility, however, is
limited - so don't expect sardonic wit, ala

E-LEGISLATIVEACTION.COM
Democracy is just a click away!

.
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November Stress Buster
Health and Beauty Services

Eyelash Tinting/Eyebrow
Shaping/Waxing/Massage/
European Facials/Body Wraps/
Back facials

Location-Near Regs
Call today for an appointment
Relaxing-Rejwenating-Reasonable

~

.
~G?

720-480-1112

·
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For Rent

Volunteer

• 2nd season of lntrmuralsbegin
- Romero House 5:45pm

*Brick house, freshly painted, for rent
at 5194 Perry St. (at 52 Ave.) -- 4 blocks
from Regis.
*Upper unit: 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen w/breakfast nook, I bath
($875/month)
*Lower unit: 1 bedroom, large family
room. kitchen, 1 bath, washer/dryer
HOOKUPS, separate entrance
($525/month)
*Extra large 2-car garage and covered
patio in back: to be shared by both units.
For showing and application please

Request for Volunteers, Tutors, and
Mentors
The Colorado I Have a Dream
Foundation, whose mission i to
encourage the I00% high school
graduation of potentially at risk youth
throughout grades 4-12 in Denver Public
Schools, is current seeking volunteer
tutors and mentors. Contact Yvette
Herrera for specific details on these
opportunities at 303-861-5005 or log on
to our website at www.cihadf.org.

call: JILL VINCENT, LAUREATE
LTD. (303) 692-9200.

· Hell's Night

· Halloween

The lli.gh lander wants to

• Annual Halloween Safe Trick-or-Treating
3·5 pm

Thursday, November 1

- Thursday Thrills: Family Feud 10pm
- All Saints Day Liturgy 11 :30 am 6 4 pm
· Volleyball vs. Colorado School of Mines 7pm

Friday, November 2

- Women's Soccer RMAC Tournament
· Mens Soccer RMAC Tournament
· Murder Mystery Dinner Theatre 6-11 pm
- All camous memorial service 11 :30pm

Saturday, November 3

- Cross Country NCAA II Regionals, Omaha,
Nebraska

hea.r£rom
YOUI
have
story ideas, letters, editorials,
announce:rnents, ads or events, em.ail us at High1ander@regm.edu
or ce11 (303) 964-539 I
If you

· Men's Soccer RMAC Tournament
- Women's Soccer RMAC Tournament
- Volleyball @ Metro State 7pm

Wednesday, November 7

· Keynote: Lisa Wagner "Haunted by God"
• Winter Commencment Cap 6 Gown Dispersals
3-6pm, ALC

Thursday, November 8

- Thursday Thrills: Comedy Night 10pm
· Winter Commencment Cap 6 Gown Dispersals

4·6 pm, JI.LC
• Fall Kairos Collegiate Retreat. Estes Park, Co
- Volleyball RMAC Championships
· Volleyball RMAC Championship
· Fall Kairos Collegiate Retreat, Estes Park, Co

iltoR.o~l-t FAMILY ffy6 6.xN,,\S
- Fall Kairos Collegiate Retreat. Estes Park. Co

~LASS6S

HAPPY HALLc,wttN!
Have an activitv vou would
like included on the
communitv calendar?
e-mall it to the highlander: highlander@regis.edu
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For ClasSifieds Rates Couttct
Peter Becker & Daniel Rasschaert A
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